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A Dream Come True by Jeryn Alise Turner dives into the deep aspects of one of the most important

relationships a woman can have; the one with her mother. The setting of this book is Peru, a mecca

of spirituality, and involves a time traveler experience. This book portrays the strong spirit of women

and the sacred bond and strength that exists when they come together. On their trip to Peru, a

mother and daughter take an excursion to the Sacred Valley where they have an honest

conversation about their lives. By opening up emotionally, they create a deeper level of trust and

commitment. Although fiction, Turner's book summarizes the true dynamics present in many

relationships. Filled with timeless advice and written from the daughter's point of view, this book is a

must read for all but especially for those who seek to deepen the connections with the important

women in their lives.
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Jeryn Turner&apos;sÂ A Dream Come TrueÂ is an ethereal examination of the 21 century

mother-daughter relationship in our digital world, shared through a montage of memory sequences.

Today&apos;s feminist is redefined in the main characters&apos; memories as it forces us working

women to stop, pause and remember why we are. It is through the conversations with her mother,

that we learn and begin to cherish how we love each other; how we have genuine conversations;

how we listen to rather than to defend our cemented beliefs; and finally, how we dare to dream to

believe that we are enough. Â A Dream Come True uncovers truths about how a mother and

daughter discover their sense of selves not alone, but together, while absorbing the mystic auras of



the Sacred Valley. ~ Tiffany Ashby This book is a poignant, honest, and heartfelt look at the ups &

downs of adult Mother-Daughter relationships and the unique way mothers & daughters connect.

Jeryn Turner does a fabulous job of pulling the rug back on the characters and "keeping it real" to

illustrate how the fiercely strong mother-daughter relationship can be both life-saving and

sometimes "toxic". This book is a must read for those looking to see how these characters discover

so much about each other while discovering a new and exciting foreign land. ~Pamela Jasper

"Turner unwraps the unique dynamic between many mothers and their daughters--where a

mother&apos;s desire to protect can create harm and strain to a precious relationship. She brings

the reader on a journey where the protagonist confronts this truth while finding new understanding

of the first person she&apos;s ever known. It&apos;s a thrilling read written in a truly brilliant and

fresh style. This debut thrusts Turner into the small circle of authors challenging the status quo

within the literary arts." ~Adam Golden --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

"My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some passion, some

compassion, some humor, and some style." Â Quote by Maya Angelou --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

A lovely, insightful read. What I loved was that this book was deep, yet easy to read and not heavy.

And the reader can make it as reflective as she or he wants. This is not just for mother's &

daughters, anyone wishing to strengthen a relationship, including the opportunity to look within.

Candid, flowing and real. I loved it and am inspired to now visit Peru. Thank you Jeryn Turner for

writing this book!

This book allows you to have the conversation with your mother that you always wish that you

always had.
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